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(Super. Ct. No.
CV025999)

This opinion addresses three actions consolidated in the
trial court under the California Environmental Quality Act.
((CEQA); Pub. Resources Code, § 21000 et seq.)

The

plaintiffs/petitioners are two citizens groups -- Citizens for
Open Government (Citizens) and Lodi First -- that are
challenging reapproval by defendant the City of Lodi (the city)
of a conditional use permit for a proposed shopping center
project (the project) to be developed by Browman Development
Company (Browman Company) after the original environmental
impact report (EIR) for the project was revised and recertified.
The project is anchored by a Wal-Mart Supercenter, slated to
take the place of a smaller Wal-Mart across the street from the
project.
The first action was the city‟s application for discharge
of the trial court‟s December 2005 writ of mandate.

The

December 2005 writ issued because the original EIR was
inadequate in its analysis of energy impacts and cumulative
urban decay impacts.
and three others:

The revised EIR addressed those two areas

the discussion of agricultural resources, the

statement of project objectives, and the discussion of project
alternatives.

The city‟s application for discharge of the 2005

writ followed the city council‟s action certifying the revised
EIR and approving the project.

In that revised EIR, the city

concluded some comments it had received on the draft revised EIR
were beyond the scope of the revisions and barred by res
judicata.

Therefore, no substantive response was provided.
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The second and third actions were Citizens‟s and Lodi
First‟s petitions for writ of mandate contending the city
violated CEQA by certifying the revised EIR.

Among the issues

they raised were whether res judicata applied, whether a
stipulation entered into by Citizens with the city and Browman
Company waived the defense of res judicata, and whether the
substantive analyses of certain sections of the revised EIR were
adequate.
The trial court consolidated these actions and issued one
ruling.

In that ruling, the court granted the city‟s request to

discharge the December 2005 writ and denied Citizens‟s and Lodi
First‟s petitions for writ of mandate.
Citizens and Lodi First both appeal from the resulting
judgments.
the writ.

Lodi First also appeals from the order discharging
In these appeals, they allege deficiencies in the

administrative record and the revised EIR and error in the trial
court‟s ruling precluding them from challenging certain issues
based on res judicata.

We find no prejudicial error and affirm.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
A
The Project
In June 2002, Browman Company applied to the city for a use
permit to develop a 35-acre shopping center project in west Lodi
on farmland previously used for row crops.

The project was

339,966 square feet of commercial retail space with the anchor
tenant a 226,868 square-foot Wal-Mart Supercenter, which would
take the place of an existing 119,684 square-foot Wal-Mart that
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lacked a grocery department and was located across the street
from the project.
B
The 2004 EIR And The City’s Initial Approval Of The Project
In April 2003, the city issued a notice of preparation of a
draft EIR.

In August 2004, the city published its draft EIR.

In December 2004, the city‟s planning commission certified the
final EIR and approved the project.

Lodi First appealed the

certification and approval, claiming the project conflicted with
the city‟s zoning code, was inconsistent with the city‟s general
plan, and did not satisfy CEQA.
In February 2005, the city council denied Lodi First‟s
appeal and affirmed the planning commission‟s certification of
the final EIR.

The city filed a notice of determination of its

approval of the project later that month.
C
Proceedings In The Trial Court
And The Appellate Court On The 2004 EIR
In the trial court, Lodi First and Citizens filed separate
lawsuits (Lodi First I and Citizens I) challenging the city‟s
approval of the project.

In October 2005, the trial court

dismissed Citizens I because Citizens had not filed an
administrative appeal.

In December 2005, the trial court

granted the petition for writ of mandate in Lodi First I,
holding that the 2004 EIR was inadequate under CEQA in its
analysis of the project‟s energy impacts and cumulative urban
decay impacts.

Rather than appeal the trial court‟s ruling in
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Lodi I, in May 2006 the city council rescinded approval of the
project and decertified the 2004 EIR.
In October 2006, this court reversed the trial court‟s
dismissal of Citizens I, holding that Citizens had exhausted
administrative remedies by appearing before the city and
objecting to the project and the 2004 EIR and that the appeal
was not moot.
court.

This court remanded the matter to the trial

(Citizens for Open Government v. City of Lodi (2006) 144

Cal.App.4th 865, 869, 872, 875-876, 879.)
D
The Stipulation And 2007 Revised EIR
In November 2006, the city issued a notice of preparation
for the revised EIR.
In July 2007, Citizens stipulated with the city and Browman
Company to dismiss Citizens‟s action filed in Citizens I.
other things, the stipulation stated:

Among

“Subject to applicable

exhaustion of administrative remedies requirements, Citizens
shall have the right to assert any claim, including any claim
asserted in this action, in any subsequent litigation over
Lodi‟s reconsideration of the Project and the adequacy of the
revised EIR.”
In October 2007, Pacific Municipal Consultants prepared
draft revisions to the 2004 EIR.

The revisions included “a

revised discussion of urban decay impacts as well as a full
section on energy.”

In addition, the city “decided to make

revisions to three additional areas of the EIR, namely[,] the
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statement of project objectives, the discussion of agricultural
resources, and the discussion of project alternatives.”
In October 2007, the city circulated the revisions for
public review and comment through December 2007.

The city

responded in writing to the comments and made further revisions
to the draft EIR.

The city concluded some comments it had

received on the draft revised EIR were beyond the scope of the
revisions and barred by res judicata.

Therefore, no substantive

response was provided.
In March 2008, the city published the final revised EIR,
which consisted of comments on the draft revisions to the 2004
EIR and the written responses to the comments.
In October 2008 at a public hearing, the planning
commission considered the final revised EIR and the project.

At

the beginning of the hearing, the city‟s special counsel hired
for this CEQA litigation stated the commission was limited to
reviewing the five areas of the EIR the city updated either
voluntarily or by court order.

The commission declined to

certify the final revised EIR because it lacked sufficient
detail.

The commission took no action on the project itself.

In December 2008, the city council heard appeals by Browman
Company and Wal-Mart.

After a public hearing on the appeals,

the city council voted to overturn the planning commission and
voted to certify the final revised EIR.
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However, allegations of

Brown Act1 violations at that hearing (not relevant here) led the
city council to hold a second public hearing in March 2009.
In March 2009, the second public hearing was held to
reconsider the appeals.

At the beginning of the hearing, the

community development director stated the discussion was limited
to the five areas of the EIR the city updated either voluntarily
or by court order.

The city council voted to certify the final

revised EIR.
Following certification, the planning commission reviewed
Browman Company and Wal-Mart‟s request to approve the project.
In April 2009, a motion to approve the project resulted in
a tie among the commissioners, which meant a denial of the
project.

Browman and Wal-Mart appealed the denial.

Lodi First

also appealed because the commission “did not make any
affirmative denial of the Project.”
In May 2009, the city council held a public hearing on
the appeals.

The council conditionally approved the project

entitlements and adopted the findings of fact and statement of
overriding considerations for the project.

1

Government Code section 54950 et seq.
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E
Trial Court Litigation Regarding Discovery
And The 2008 Final Revised EIR
In June 2009, the city filed a petition to discharge the
writ in Lodi First I.

As part of its return to the writ of

mandate, the city lodged the supplemental administrative record.
In June 2009, Citizens and Lodi First each filed separate
lawsuits (Citizens II and Lodi First II) challenging the 2008
final revised EIR.

In October 2009, Citizens II, Lodi First II,

and the petition to discharge the writ in Lodi First I were
partially consolidated.
After these lawsuits were filed, both Citizens and Lodi
First sent letters to Wal-Mart and Browman Company contending
the supplemental administrative record excluded documents,
including internal agency communications and communications with
city consultants.

In response, the city, among other things,

prepared a log of documents it claimed were privileged and
augmented the supplemental administrative record with other
documents.

Still believing it was due other documents, Citizens

filed a motion to augment the administrative record in which
Lodi First joined.
motion in part.

In December 2009, the court granted the

The court denied the motion in part because

some documents were privileged under the attorney-client
privilege, the attorney work product doctrine, and/or the
deliberative process doctrine.

Finally, following an in camera

inspection of 27 e-mails the city claimed were protected by the
deliberative process privilege, the court ordered five produced.
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The hearing on the merits of the coordinated actions was
held in February 2010.

In May 2010, the court granted the

city‟s request to discharge the December 2005 writ in Lodi First
I and denied the petitions in Citizens II and Lodi First II.
Following judgment, Citizens filed a notice of appeal from
Citizens II and Lodi First filed an appeal from Lodi First II.
Lodi First also appealed from the order discharging the writ in
Lodi I.
DISCUSSION
I
Challenge To The Administrative Record
Lodi First and Citizens raise three challenges to the
administrative record.

One, Lodi First contends the court erred

in applying the deliberative process privilege to exclude from
the administrative record 282 e-mails between the city‟s staff
and their consultants regarding preparation of the revised EIR.
Two, Citizens contends the trial court “erred by not separately
considering documents attached to emails.”

And three, Citizens

contends the court abused its discretion in holding that nine e-

2

Lodi First contends the city withheld 28 documents based on
the deliberative process privilege. The court considered 27 of
them in its tentative ruling. This was likely because the
court‟s review of the documents were based on a statement in a
declaration from the attorney representing the city that its
privilege log identified 27 e-mails covered by the deliberative
process privilege. In actuality, the privilege log identified
28 such e-mails. Lodi First has not shown us where it objected
during the tentative ruling the court had missed one document.
Of the 27 reviewed, the court ordered five disclosed.
Therefore, at issue now are 22 documents.
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mails between the city and Wal-Mart/Browman Company‟s attorneys
were privileged.
A
The Deliberative Process Privilege
“Under the deliberative process privilege, senior officials
of all three branches of government enjoy a qualified, limited
privilege not to disclose or to be examined concerning not only
the mental processes by which a given decision was reached, but
the substance of conversations, discussions, debates,
deliberations and like materials reflecting advice, opinions,
and recommendations by which government policy is processed and
formulated.”

(Regents of University of California v. Superior

Court (1999) 20 Cal.4th 509, 540, superseded by statute on
another point in Shapiro v. San Diego City Council (2002) 96
Cal.App.4th 904, 915.)
Lodi First contends the court erred in applying the
deliberative process privilege to exclude from the
administrative record 28 e-mails (really 22 e-mails) between the
city‟s staff and their consultants regarding preparing the
revised EIR.
Lodi First has four arguments why the privilege does not
apply here.

One, the introductory language to the statute

delineating the contents of the administrative records in CEQA
cases that states, “Notwithstanding any other provision of law.
[¶] . . . [¶]

(e) the record of proceedings shall include, but

is not limited to, all of the following items:

[¶] . . . [¶]

(7) All written evidence or correspondence submitted to, or
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transferred from, the respondent public agency with respect to
compliance with this division or with respect to the project.”
(Pub. Resources Code, § 21167.6, italics added.)

As Lodi First

sees it, the “[n]otwithstanding any other provision of law”
language abrogates the deliberative process privilege here.
Two, the deliberative process privilege “appears” not to apply
to quasi-judicial decisions.

As Lodi First sees it, “the [c]ity

was not enacting broad policy in approving the [p]roject, but
rather was applying established policy to a specific development
proposal.”

Three, the privilege did not apply to certain e-

mails that postdated the release of the final revised EIR in
August 2008.

And four, “the public interest in full disclosure

outweighs any interest in nondisclosure.”

As Lodi First sees

it, the city failed to make “the detailed and specific showing
required to establish its privilege claim.”

Given the record

here, we find the fourth argument persuasive and do not reach
the others.
This court has explained the showing that must be made by
the one claiming the deliberative process privilege:

“Not every

disclosure which hampers the deliberative process implicates the
deliberative process privilege.

Only if the public interest in

nondisclosure clearly outweighs the public interest in
disclosure does the deliberative process privilege spring into
existence.

The burden is on the [one claiming the privilege] to

establish the conditions for creation of the privilege.

The

trial court‟s determination is subject to de novo review by this
court, although we defer to any express or implied factual
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findings of the superior court.”

(California First Amendment

Coalition v. Superior Court (1998) 67 Cal.App.4th 159, 172-173.)
In the trial court, the city‟s argument for why the
privilege applied here was as follows:

“[T]he City Manager,

City Attorney, Community Development Director, outside counsel,
and expert EIR consultants engaged in various deliberative
discussions and document exchanges concerning the Project and
the [revised] EIR.

In order to foster candid dialogue and a

testing and challenging of the approaches to be taken, those
discussions are appropriately exempt from disclosures under the
deliberative process privilege . . . .”

In response, Lodi First

argued the city had “at no point demonstrated that the public‟s
interest in nondisclosure outweigh[ed] the public‟s interest in
disclosure of these documents. . . .

[¶]

To the extent that

the communications reveal a dispute among the experts,
specifically the economic consultants retained by the City and
the economic consultants retained by Lodi First, they should be
disclosed pursuant to guidelines Section 151151 . . . . ”
Without comment, the trial court found the deliberative process
privilege applied to 22 of them.
In this court, Lodi First claims the city‟s “naked
assertion” that disclosing staff communications would “hamper
„candid dialogue and a testing and challenging of the approaches
to be taken‟” is not sufficient to demonstrate the public
interest in nondisclosure clearly outweighs the public interest
in disclosure.

The city‟s response on appeal to Lodi First‟s

appellate argument is the following one line:
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“Lodi First‟s

argument flies in the face of well settled law affirming the
strong public policy underlying the need for the deliberative
process privilege.”
Lodi First is correct the city never established the
conditions for creation of the privilege.

The city‟s

explanation in the trial court of why the privilege applies,
i.e., to “foster candid dialogue and a testing and challenging
of the approaches to be taken,” was simply a policy statement
about why the privilege in general is necessary.

Indeed, the

city‟s explanation was similar to one of the policy reasons for
the deliberative process privilege enunciated by this court:
the privilege “„protects creative debate and candid
consideration of alternatives within an agency, and, thereby,
improves the quality of agency policy decisions.‟”

(California

First Amendment Coalition v. Superior Court, supra, 67
Cal.App.4th at p. 170.)

While the policy behind the privilege

makes sense, invoking the policy is not sufficient to explain
the public‟s specific interest in nondisclosure of the documents
in this case.
making process.

That policy could apply to almost any decisionThe city therefore failed to carry its burden

to explain what the public‟s specific interest in nondisclosure
was in this case.3

(California First Amendment Coalition v.

3

To put the deficiency of the city‟s explanation in context,
we set forth two examples of explanations that have been found
to be adequate.
In one case, the Governor properly refused a request to
disclose his daily, weekly and monthly appointment calendars and
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Superior Court, supra, 67 Cal.App.4th at p. 172.)

The city also

failed to carry its burden to explain why the public‟s interest
in nondisclosure in this case “clearly outweigh[ed]” the public
interest in disclosure.

(Ibid.)

Because the city failed to

carry its burden, the court erred in excluding 22 e-mails from
the administrative record based on the deliberative process
privilege.
The question then becomes prejudice.

Lodi First argues in

its opening brief that “because an EIR is presumed adequate and
a petitioner bears the burden of proving error in light of the
whole record . . . an incomplete record prevents the petitioner
from meeting its burden.”

In light of Lodi First‟s argument, we

requested the parties brief the following issue:

“Assume the

trial court erred in excluding certain allegedly privileged
documents from the administrative record.

As a practical

matter, is the issue not amenable to appellate review (and
therefore more properly raised by writ review) because appellant
lacks the ability to demonstrate prejudicial error as it has not
seen the documents that were erroneously excluded?”

As we will

schedules because disclosure of the records “would inhibit
access to the broad spectrum of persons and viewpoints which he
requires to govern effectively.” (Times Mirror Co. v. Superior
Court (1991) 53 Cal.3d 1325, 1329, 1339.)
In another case, the Governor was not required to disclose
the names and qualifications of applicants for a temporary
appointment to a local board of supervisors because
“[d]isclosure would likely reduce the applicant pool and the
candor of those who apply.” (California First Amendment
Coalition v. Superior Court, supra, 67 Cal.App.4th at pp. 164,
172.)
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now explain, applying well established appellate rules, we hold
reversal is not required because Lodi First has failed to meet
its burden to show prejudicial error in the trial court‟s
exclusion of these e-mails from the administrative record.
“No judgment shall be set aside . . . in any cause, on the
ground of . . . the improper admission or rejection of evidence,
or for any error as to any matter of pleading, or for any error
as to any matter of procedure, unless, after an examination of
the entire cause, including the evidence, the court shall be of
the opinion that the error complained of has resulted in a
miscarriage of justice.”

(Cal. Const., art. VI, § 13.)

Under

this standard, the appellant bears the burden to show it is
reasonably probable he or she would have received a more
favorable result at trial had the error not occurred.
v. Watson (1956) 46 Cal.2d 818, 836.)

(People

Here, Lodi First‟s

opening brief acknowledges it cannot satisfy its burden to prove
prejudice on appeal because of the “incomplete record,” i.e.,
because it has not seen the documents that were erroneously
withheld.
In its supplemental brief, however, Lodi First claims that
respondents‟ act of improperly withholding the documents “is
itself prejudicial.”

In support, it quotes the maxim of

jurisprudence, “[t]he law never requires impossibilities” (Civ.
Code, § 3531), and argues that requiring Lodi First “to prove
prejudice without ever having seen the improperly withheld
documents imposes an impossible burden on CEQA petitioners.”
Not so.
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The answer to Lodi First‟s predicament was to seek writ
review of the trial court‟s December 14, 2009, ruling on the
motion to augment the administrative record, in which the court
determined the deliberative process privilege applied.
“„“[W]hen the remedy by appeal is rendered inadequate in the
context of a specific case, this court may, in its discretion,
permit an aggrieved party to bypass the appellate process and
pursue extraordinary relief.”‟”

(Hornung v. Superior Court

(2000) 81 Cal.App.4th 1095, 1098.)

Specifically, writ review of

a discovery ruling is appropriate if “an order prevents a party
from having a fair opportunity to litigate his or her case.”
(Waicis v. Superior Court (1990) 226 Cal.App.3d 283, 286-287.)
Here, Lodi First could have sought writ review of the court‟s
ruling improperly excluding documents based on the deliberative
process privilege by arguing that review by appeal was
inadequate.

It was inadequate because without having seen the

documents, Lodi First could not carry its burden on appeal to
show prejudice.
Lodi First, however, contends that “the incomplete record
itself is a prejudicial error that requires reversal, regardless
of the actual contents of the withheld documents.”

In support,

it primarily cites Protect Our Water v. County of Merced (2003)
110 Cal.App.4th 362.

That case holds nothing of the sort.

There, the administrative record which was contained in “14
binder-sized volumes . . . read[] as if its preparers randomly
pulled out documents and threw them into binders, failing to
organize them either chronologically or by subject matter.
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Key

findings required under CEQA [we]re impossible to find--let
alone sufficient to enable [the appellate court] to determine
whether they are supported by substantial evidence.”
p. 365.)

(Id. at

“Because [the appellate court] c[ould ]not discern the

required findings under CEQA, [it] reversed the judgment.”

(Id.

at p. 373.)
In contrast, the missing documents here do not deprive us
of our ability to review the judgment.

Rather, their exclusion

deprived Lodi First of the opportunity to review 22 e-mails
between the city staff and EIR consultants to determine whether
those documents could have bolstered the analysis of the
arguments it was going to make on appeal.

To remedy that

deprivation, however, Lodi First could have sought writ review
to avoid the predicament in which it finds itself now, i.e., the
inability to carry its burden to demonstrate prejudice.
Taken to its extreme, Lodi First‟s position is that anytime
even one insignificant document is erroneously excluded from the
administrative record, reversal is required.
law.

This is not the

For example, in a recent case, the Court of Appeal, Fifth

Appellate District, held that even assuming a comment letter was
erroneously excluded from the administrative record, its
exclusion “d[id] not constitute reversible error because its
exclusion resulted in no prejudice to plaintiffs. . . .

Stated

otherwise, the outcome of this appeal would have been the same
as the outcome reached had the . . . comment letter never been
written or had the letter been included in the administrative
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record.”

(Madera Oversight Coalition Inc. v. County of Madera

(2011) 199 Cal.App.4th 48, 75.)
In that case, the content of the letter was known to all
parties because the commenter had submitted the letter regarding
the draft EIR for all the parties to see but then the commenter
requested the letter be withdrawn.

(Madera Oversight Coalition,

Inc. v. County of Madera, supra, 199 Cal.App.4th 48, 75,
fn. 12.)

Therefore, each party could make its own arguments

regarding whether exclusion of the letter from the
administrative record was or was not prejudicial.

Here, we will

not stand in the shoes of Lodi First and determine without input
from the parties whether the error in excluding these documents
was prejudicial where there was another route by which Lodi
First could have obtained the erroneously-excluded documents and
made its own argument as to why the error in excluding the
documents was prejudicial.4

4

We will also not, as Lodi First suggests, “conditionally
reverse and remand to the trial court to afford Lodi First the
opportunity to establish prejudice.” In support of such an
outcome, Lodi First cites People v. Gaines (2009) 46 Cal.4th
172. Gaines involved the procedure by which a criminal
defendant is entitled to discovery of information in the
confidential personnel records of a peace officer when that
information is relevant to defend against a criminal charge.
(Id. at p. 176.) Lodi First has not demonstrated why that
procedure would be applicable here. In any event, application
of that procedure here where Lodi First had an immediate avenue
for challenging the erroneous ruling and did not would foster
unnecessary delay the law cautions against in CEQA cases. (See,
e.g., County of Orange v. Superior Court (2003) 113 Cal.App.4th
1, 12.)
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We conclude by addressing Lodi First‟s argument that we
treat its appeal as a petition for extraordinary writ.

We will

not exercise our discretion to treat this appeal as a writ
petition.

“As a general rule, a writ petition should be filed

within the 60-day period that is applicable to appeals.
[Citations.]

„An appellate court may consider a petition for an

extraordinary writ at any time [citation], but has discretion to
deny a petition filed after the 60-day period applicable to
appeals, and should do so absent “extraordinary circumstances”
justifying the delay.‟”

(Volkswagen of America, Inc. v.

Superior Court (2001) 94 Cal.App.4th 695, 701.)
Here, the 60-day period applicable to appeals has long
since lapsed.

The trial court made its final determination

excluding the allegedly privileged documents from the
administrative record on December 14, 2009, when it ruled on the
motion to augment the administrative record.
There is no extraordinary circumstance justifying the
delay.

Lodi First claims there is because nothing in the law

“hints or holds that review by way of extraordinary writ is the
only means available for reviewing a record dispute under CEQA.”
As an example, Lodi First cites this court‟s decision in
California Oak Foundation v. County of Tehama (2009) 174
Cal.App.4th 1217.

There, an environmental group appealed after

the trial court denied its petition for writ of administrative
mandamus to overturn approval of a project and associated EIR.
(Id. at pp. 1219-1220.)

The appeal included a challenge to the

trial court‟s order denying the group‟s motion for an order to
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compel the city to include in the administrative record four
letters from the city‟s outside counsel the city believed were
protected by the attorney-client privilege and the work product
privilege.

(Id. at p. 1220-1221.)

found the privileges applied.

Our court disagreed and

(Id. at p. 1221.)

Nothing in California Oak Foundation undermines the
position we take here.

There, our court never reached the issue

of prejudice from the excluded documents because there was no
error in excluding them in the first place.

(California Oak

Foundation v. County of Tehama, supra, 174 Cal.App.4th at
p. 1221.)
As another example, Lodi First cites County of Orange v.
Superior Court (2003) 113 Cal.App.4th 1.

There, the county and

the developer filed a writ petition in the appellate court from
the trial court‟s ruling excluding from the administrative
record both an addendum which consisted of about 1,100 pages and
miscellaneous county documents which consisted of 700 additional
pages relating to that addendum.

(Id. at pp. 1, 7.)

The

project opponents claimed this evidentiary ruling should not be
reviewed by writ petition.

(Id. at p. 11.)

The appellate court

held “[u]nder the circumstances of this case, a peremptory writ
in the first instance, as requested in the petition, is
appropriate.”

(Id. at p. 13.)

The appellate court noted, “the

rule against writ review of evidentiary matters is not
absolute. . . .

[T]he rule would not apply „“„when the remedy

by appeal is rendered inadequate in the context of a specific
case.‟”‟”

(Id. at pp. 11-12.)
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County of Orange supports our conclusion here.

The case

cited the Legislature‟s recognition “that, particularly in the
CEQA context, time is money.

The name of the game may be, from

the project opponent‟s point of view, to spot the inadequacy in
the EIR, but the game itself must be played quickly.

[¶]

Let

us assume, [the exclusion of materials] is an error that must be
corrected by way of the remedy of appeal.

That doesn‟t

necessarily mean the appeal will be an adequate remedy.

To

build guaranteed delay into the process is to guarantee that the
project opponents will prevail to the extent of delaying the
project, which itself must necessarily be one of their goals.
The Legislature has obviously structured the legal process for a
CEQA challenge to be speedy, so as to prevent it from
degenerating into a guerilla war of attrition by which project
opponents wear out project proponents. . . .

[¶]

Realistically, we expect an appeal from whatever decision the
trial court makes. . . .
the game.

That appeal is part of the rules of

But it is not within the rules to build into the

legal process the probability of two appeals . . . .”

(County

of Orange v. Superior Court, supra, 113 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1213.)
In sum, where Lodi First chose to proceed on appeal and
demonstrated respondents had not carried their burden of showing
that the 22 documents excluded from the administrative record
were indeed covered by the deliberative process privilege, Lodi
First cannot claim it is impossible to demonstrate prejudice
(for its lack of ability to see the documents) because Lodi
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First created its own predicament by failing to seek writ
review.

An appellant‟s burden to prove prejudicial error is

well established.
Constitution.

Indeed, it is part of our state‟s

Because Lodi First has failed to carry that

burden, it is not entitled to reversal on appeal.
B
The Trial Court Did Separately Consider
The Attachments To The E-mails
While litigating the contents of the administrative record,
respondents stated in a letter to Lodi First and Citizens,
“[s]ome of the e-mails listed in the privilege log include
attachments.

Any privileges that apply to the e-mails apply to

the entirety of the e-mail, including any attachments.”

The

privilege log did not indicate which withheld e-mails contained
attachments.

In its motion to augment the record to include

these and other items, Citizens requested the attachments be
made part of the administrative record or at least be reviewed
in camera by the trial court.

The court‟s ruling did not

specifically state the court had reviewed the attachments.
On appeal, Citizens claim the trial court “erred by not
separately considering documents attached to emails.”

This

argument is a nonstarter, because its factual predicate is
wrong.

The trial court did separately examine the attachments

to the e-mails.

This is evidenced by the fact the trial court

ordered at least one of these attachments be made part of the
administrative record.
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C
E-mails Between The City And Wal-Mart/Browman
Company’s Attorneys Were Privileged
Citizens claims the court abused its discretion by holding
that nine e-mails between the city and Wal-Mart/Browman
Company‟s attorneys were privileged.

The city argued in the

trial court the documents were protected by the attorney-client
privilege or the attorney work product privilege and sharing
these documents with Wal-Mart/Browman‟s attorneys maintained
these privileges under the joint defense and common interest
doctrines.

The court stated it “ha[d] no reason to believe the

attorney client privilege and work product doctrine ha[d] not
been properly asserted” and “[s]haring these documents with
[Browman and Wal-Mart‟s attorneys] did not waive the privilege.”
The court‟s ruling was correct.
“[P]arties who possess common legal interests may share
privileged information without losing the protection afforded by
the privilege.

This principle operates as an exception to the

general rule that a privilege is waived upon voluntary
disclosure of the privileged information to a third party, and
has been variously referred to as the „joint defense‟ doctrine,
the „common interest‟ doctrine, and the „pooled information‟
doctrine, among other terms.”

(OXY Resources California LLC v.

Superior Court (2004) 115 Cal.App.4th 874, 887-888.)
In California Oak Foundation v. County of Tehama, supra,
174 Cal.App.4th at pages 1220 through 1221, the trial court
denied an environmental group‟s motion to include in the
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administrative record documents the county claimed were subject
to the attorney-client privilege and work product privilege.
The documents had been sent to the county by an outside law firm
retained to provide advice on CEQA compliance issues, and then
the county shared those documents with counsel for the
developer.

(California Oak Foundation, at p. 1221.)

The

environmental group argued the county‟s transmission of those
documents was not necessary to accomplish the purpose for which
the county took advice from outside counsel, i.e., achieving
compliance with CEQA, which differed from the developer‟s
purpose of defending their permits against a CEQA lawsuit.
at pp. 1222-1223.)

(Id.

This court upheld the trial court‟s decision

to exclude these documents from the administrative record,
explaining that achieving CEQA compliance “entail[ed] a further
purpose,” i.e., “producing an EIR that will withstand a legal
challenge for noncompliance.”

(Id. at p. 1222.)

“Thus,

disclosing the advice to a codefendant in the subsequent joint
endeavor to defend the EIR in litigation can reasonably be said
to constitute „“involvement of third persons to whom disclosure
is reasonably necessary to further the purpose of the [original]
legal consultation.”‟”

(Id. at pp. 1222-1223.)

California Oak Foundation controls here.

The nine

documents were e-mails that were either attorney-client
communication or attorney work product.

In a declaration,

outside counsel for the city stated these e-mails were “shared
with [Browman Company and Wal-Mart‟s attorneys] in the joint
endeavor to ensure compliance with CEQA” and “the communications
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were made with the expectation that they be kept confidential.”
It matters not, as Citizens claims, if the e-mails at issue were
directly between the city and the attorneys for applicants,
Browman Company and Wal-Mart.

It was still communication

between parties on the same side of the litigation aimed at
sharing information with one another to produce an EIR that
would withstand a legal challenge for noncompliance with CEQA.
II
There Was Sufficient Evidence Of A Reasonable
Range Of Alternatives In The Revised EIR
Lodi First contends the revised EIR did not comply with
CEQA guidelines because the range of alternatives to the project
did not both satisfy most of the project objectives and reduce
significant effects of the project.

Lodi First bases this

argument on an isolated portion of California Code of
Regulations, title 14, section 15126.6, subdivision. (a),5 which
states, “An EIR shall describe a range of reasonable
alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project,
which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the
project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the
significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative
merits of the alternatives.”

5

Hereafter, we will refer to the CEQA Guidelines (Cal. Code
Regs., tit. 14, § 15000 et seq.) in the format: CEQA
Guidelines, section ___.
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The problem with Lodi First‟s argument is it ignores the
overriding principle in the guideline, which states:

“There is

no ironclad rule governing the nature or scope of the
alternatives to be discussed other than the rule of reason.”
(CEQA Guidelines, § 15126.6, subd.(a).)6
Our Supreme Court has explained how the rule of reason fits
into the assessment of alternatives to the proposed project.
(Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors, supra, 52
Cal.3d at p. 565.)

“In determining the nature and scope of

alternatives to be examined in an EIR, the Legislature has
decreed that local agencies shall be guided by the doctrine of
„feasibility.‟

„[I]t is the policy of the state that public

agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there are

6

CEQA Guidelines, section 15126.6, subdivision (a) reads in
full: “Alternatives to the Proposed Project. An EIR shall
describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or
to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most
of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the
project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the
alternatives. An EIR need not consider every conceivable
alternative to a project. Rather it must consider a reasonable
range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster
informed decisionmaking and public participation. An EIR is not
required to consider alternatives which are infeasible. The
lead agency is responsible for selecting a range of project
alternatives for examination and must publicly disclose its
reasoning for selecting those alternatives. There is no
ironclad rule governing the nature or scope of the alternatives
to be discussed other than the rule of reason. (Citizens of
Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553 and
Laurel Heights Improvement Association v. Regents of the
University of California (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376).”
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feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available
which would substantially lessen the significant environmental
effects of such projects . . . .

[I]n the event specific

economic, social, or other conditions make infeasible such
project alternatives or such mitigation measures, individual
projects may be approved in spite of one or more significant
effects thereof.‟

[Citation.]

[¶]

. . . Both the California

and the federal courts have further declared that „[t]he
statutory requirements for consideration of alternatives must be
judged against a rule of reason.‟”

(Citizens of Goleta Valley,

at p. 565.)
Applying the foregoing, we find substantial evidence there
was a reasonable range of alternatives in the revised EIR, even
though the revised EIR stated (after an exhaustive review of a
range of alternatives which we detail below) there was no
alternative that would feasibly attain most of the basic
objectives of the project and would also avoid or significantly
reduce impacts associated with the proposed project to lessthan-significant levels.

(See Tracy First v. City of Tracy

(2009) 177 Cal.App.4th 912, 934 [standard of review].)

Below we

detail the alternatives discussed in the revised EIR.
The revised EIR considered five alternatives:

(1) no

project; (2) alternative land uses; (3) reduced density;
(4) reduced project size; and (5) alternative project location.
The revised EIR briefly discussed alternative land uses and
reduced project density but did not consider them for further
evaluation.

Alternative land uses for the project site (such as
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commercial office space or residential) were not considered for
further evaluation because the project site is within the
commercial shopping zoning district, the stated purpose of which
was to develop commercial shopping facilities outside the
central business district.
specifically prohibited.

Residential development was
Reduced project density was not

considered for further evaluation because it would be
economically infeasible.
The rejection of these alternatives for further review was
reasonable.

(See Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of

Supervisors, supra, 52 Cal.3d at pp. 566-567 [an appellate court
reviews for substantial evidence the conclusion certain
alternatives do not merit extended discussion in the EIR].)
There was no point in further discussing alternative uses for
the land (besides agricultural use) because the site was zoned
only for a particular use, i.e., commercial shopping facilities.
There was also no point in further discussing a reduced density
project for the site because a developer would not undertake
such a project because it was not economically viable.
Thus, the three remaining alternatives were:

(1) no

project; (2) reduced project size; and (3) and alternative
project location.

There was a detailed discussion of each in

the revised EIR.
The no project alternative focused on the no build scenario
and the land possibly reverting to use for cultivating oats,
hay, or row crops.

After a comprehensive analysis, this

alternative was not selected because it would not fulfill the
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project objectives of developing a shopping center, fulfilling
unmet retail demands of Lodi residents, enhancing the city‟s
fiscal resources through sales and property taxes, creating new
jobs, or reversing retail sales leakage.
The reduced project size alternative focused on having only
a Wal-Mart Supercenter without the other retail pads.

After a

comprehensive analysis, this project was not selected because it
would not “entirely fulfill” the project objective of developing
a project site with a regional shopping center, it would be
“substantially less effective” than the proposed project in
fulfilling unmet retail demands, enhancing the city‟s fiscal
resources through sales and property taxes, creating new jobs,
or reversing retail sales leakage.
The alternative project location focused on an
unincorporated area of San Joaquin County at the northeast
quadrant of Highway 12 and Thornton Road referred to as the Flag
City site.

After a comprehensive analysis, this alternative was

not selected because it would not fulfill the project objective
of developing the proposed project site in conformance with the
city‟s general plan and zoning regulations, it could impede the
city‟s objective of creating local jobs and increasing the local
tax base, and it would likely exacerbate current retail sales
leakage.
These three alternatives discussed in detail in the revised
EIR provided substantial evidence of a reasonable range of
alternatives.

“[W]hat is required is the production of

information sufficient to permit a reasonable choice of
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alternatives so far as environmental aspects are
concerned. . . .

[¶]

When the alternatives have been set forth

in this manner, an EIR does not become vulnerable . . . .”
(Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of
California, supra, 47 Cal.3d 376, 406-407.)
these standards.

The revised EIR met

It explained that of the three project

alternatives considered in detail, only the no project
alternative would avoid or substantially lessen the significant
impacts of the project and would therefore be the
“environmentally superior project.”

However, because it did not

meet the applicant‟s objective or the city‟s goals, the reduced
project size alternative would be the next “environmentally
superior alternative.”

While it resulted in the same impacts to

agricultural resources and air quality as the project, it would
result in slightly lower levels of impact in several impact
categories.

Ultimately, though, it was not selected by the

applicant because it would not “entirely fulfill” the project
objective and would be “substantially less effective” in meeting
the city‟s goals.

On this record, Lodi First‟s challenge to the

range of alternatives in the revised EIR lacks merit.
III
Urban Decay
In December 2005, the trial court granted the petition for
writ of mandate in Lodi First I, holding that the 2004 EIR was
inadequate under CEQA because, among other things, the analysis
of cumulative urban decay impacts was “defective.”

The court

explained “[t]he cumulative impact analysis in the EIR is
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legally defective because the City . . . understat[ed] the
potential economic impact of the proposed project upon existing
competing businesses in Lodi.”

It omitted from the cumulative

urban decay analysis two Stockton Wal-Mart Supercenter projects
that were within the geographical area from which the EIR
anticipated the project would draw customers.
In October 2007, Bay Area Economics prepared an economic
impact/urban decay analysis in response to the trial court‟s
December 2005 order decertifying the previous EIR because the
cumulative impact analysis for the urban decay was inadequate.
The analysis was undertaken to “address these concerns, and to
bring up-to-date the analysis in light of any additional changes
in market conditions since the original analysis was completed
in July 2004.
In March 2008, Pacific Municipal Consultants prepared an
addendum to the revised EIR containing comments received on the
draft revised EIR and response to those comments.

The addendum,

together with the draft revisions to the EIR constituted the
final revisions to the EIR.
On appeal, Lodi First and Citizens raise four challenges to
the urban decay analysis.

One, Lodi First contends the revised

EIR inaccurately described the project‟s environmental setting
because it “inexplicably fail[ed] to discuss existing blight and
decay conditions in east Lodi.”

Two, Citizens contends the

revised EIR was inadequate because the city “improperly reduced
the size of the project” when assessing the impact of annual
sales attributable to the project.
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Three, Citizens contends the

city should have reassessed urban decay impacts in light of the
economic recession that occurred after Bay Area Economics did
its analysis that used outdated research from late 2006 and
early 2007.

And four, Citizens contends there was insufficient

evidence to support the city‟s conclusion of no significant
urban decay impacts because the city‟s reliance on code
enforcement as a mitigation measure was “illusory.”

We address

these arguments in turn, rejecting each on the merits.
A
The Revised EIR Did Not Need To Address Urban “Blight”
Conditions Addressed In The Redevelopment Agency Documents
“An EIR must include a description of the physical
environmental conditions in the vicinity of the project, as they
exist at the time the notice of preparation is published, or if
no notice of preparation is published, at the time environmental
analysis is commenced, from both a local and regional
perspective.

This environmental setting will normally

constitute the baseline physical conditions by which a lead
agency determines whether an impact is significant.”

(CEQA

Guidelines, section 15125, subdivision (a).)
Lodi First contends the revised EIR inaccurately described
the project‟s environmental setting because it “inexplicably
fail[ed] to discuss existing blight and decay conditions in east
Lodi,” although these conditions were identified in
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redevelopment agency documents.7

Thus, according to Lodi First,

the revised EIR “thwart[ed] informed decisionmaking regarding
the significance of the [p]roject‟s urban decay impacts . . . .”
Lodi First presents a question of law we review de novo,
i.e., whether the city failed to comply with CEQA by failing to
discuss existing blight conditions in east Lodi.

(See

Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield
(2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184, 1207-1208 [standard of review].)
There was nothing “inexplicabl[e]” about the revised EIR‟s
failure to discuss blight conditions in east Lodi because blight
is different than urban decay.

(Bakersfield Citizens for Local

Control v. City of Bakersfield, supra, 124 Cal.App.4th at
p. 1204, fn. 4.)
The issue of the revised EIR‟s failure to address existing
blight in the redevelopment areas, i.e. east Lodi, was raised in
a December 2008 memo written by economics professors Philip and
Sharmila King (the King memo).

Bay Area Economics responded in

its own memo (that was attached as an appendix to the revised
EIR) that blight was different than urban decay.

“[T]he King

memorandum wrongly and repeatedly confuses urban decay of the
retail landscape due to new retail development . . . , which is

7

The redevelopment documents to which Lodi First points
include a city-directed feasibility study for a potential
redevelopment project in east Lodi. The study was dated
October 29, 2007. The study evaluated existing conditions in
east Lodi using “blight” as the standard. The study explained
vacant units were observed through east Lodi. Their “[p]oor
physical conditions lead[s] to decreased values and sales,
which, in turn, lead[s] to poor economic conditions.”
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the subject of CEQA analysis, with blight, which has a specific
meaning in the context of redevelopment and which often does not
correspond to urban decay.”

“While the [r]edevelopment [a]gency

may have blighted conditions, this blight is not necessarily
related to the retail environment at all; for example,
deteriorated residential structures may be blighted but this
does not constitute an existing condition with respect to the
retail environment.”

For these reasons, the baseline in the

revised EIR did not have to include a discussion about blight in
east Lodi.
We note one other point.

Although blight was not mentioned

in the revised EIR‟s baseline, the revised EIR did analyze
deteriorated properties in east Lodi and the proposed project‟s
effect on those properties.

As the trial court found in

response to a similar argument Lodi First made there, the
revised EIR from March 2008 “extensively analyze[d] the
potential for urban decay with consideration of . . .
conditions in east Lodi.

In fact, there is a specific

discussion in which the redevelopment area is discussed.”
The specific discussion was in response to a question about
“how the establishment of the redevelopment area planned for the
east side of Lodi will be affected by added competition from the
proposed project?”

The response was located in the addendum to

the revised EIR from March 2008.
follows:

The response explained as

Specifically, the proposed redevelopment project area

would cover “much of the east side of Lodi” and included “the
deteriorated properties on both sides of Sacramento
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[Street] . . . .”

The city was in the process of forming its

redevelopment agency, and therefore it was “premature to
evaluate with any degree of certainty how the proposed
[r]edevelopment [p]roject [a]rea would be affected by the
proposed Lodi Shopping Center project.”

“However, the analysis

in the [Bay Area Economics] study and the [draft revised EIR]
found that within the planned [r]edevelopment [p]roject [a]rea,
the only store which is at risk of closure due to the
introduction of the Lodi Shopping Center is the Kmart on
Cherokee Lane.

However, the Cherokee center property owner

indicated that Kmart was in a very low-cost long-term lease, and
even if Kmart vacated the property, the space would be retenanted, perhaps with a non-retail use . . . .”

There were no

known commercial retail projects proposed for the redevelopment
project area.

The only known proposed project for the east

side, the Reynolds Ranch project, was outside the redevelopment
project area.

The cumulative impacts of the Reynolds Ranch

project and the Lodi Shopping Center project were the possible
closing of retailers on the west side, such as Mervyn‟s and JC
Penney.

“[I]t [wa]s unlikely that such closures would result in

urban decay, even under reasonable worst-case conditions,
because . . . of the City‟s express commitment to undertake
diligent code enforcement actions to prevent physical
deterioration of vacated commercial properties.”
Based on the state of the record, we hold the baseline in
the revised EIR did not have to take into account blight in east
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Lodi and the body of the revised EIR did account for urban decay
conditions in east Lodi.
B
The Revised EIR Considered The Entire Project
Citizens contends the revised EIR was inadequate because
the city “improperly reduced the size of the project.”

It

claims the city did not assess the impact of the entire 339,966
square-foot project because the city excluded approximately
120,000 square feet of the project by deducting $75 million from
the annual sales attributable to the project from the existing
120,000 square-foot Wal-Mart.
This deduction is reflected in a table entitled “Net Change
in Sales at Existing Outlets in Trade Area from 2006 Levels.”
The table was part of the economic impact/urban decay analysis
prepared by Bay Area Economics in October 2007.
Citizens contends the deduction of the $75 million was
“irrational as it was reasonably foreseeable the vacated
existing Wal-Mart building would be re-tenanted and therefore
the actual net effect of the Project would be the addition of
340,000 square feet of new retail space.”
Citizens‟s contention takes aim at the city‟s methodology
for evaluating urban decay impacts with regard to either
retenanting the existing Wal-Mart store or demolishing it and
argues the city‟s methodology was lacking or could have been
better.

The problem with this approach is it is inconsistent

with the standard we apply on appeal.

The standard on appeal is

whether the city‟s methodology was sufficiently credible to
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support the city‟s finding the project would not result in
significant adverse environmental impacts from urban decay.
(Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of
California, supra, 47 Cal.3d at p. 409.)

As we explain, the

city‟s methodology was credible for three reasons.
One, if the project was built, the existing Wal-Mart would
inevitably be shut down because a Wal-Mart Supercenter would
take its place.

Therefore, deducting sales from the original

Wal-Mart (the $75 million) and including those sales in the
projections for the proposed project was reasonable.
Two, nobody knew for sure what, if any, tenant would occupy
the existing Wal-Mart building.

Therefore, it would have been

speculative to account for quantitative sales data with respect
to a hypothetical tenant.
so reliably.

Indeed, it would be impossible to do

This is because the table setting forth the net

change in sales to existing outlets if the proposed project was
to be completed (that contained the $75 million deduction from
the annual sales attributable to the project from the existing
120,000 square-foot Wal-Mart) was broken down by the types of
stores, including apparel stores, drug stores, and food stores.
The analysis demonstrated the Wal-Mart Superstore would not
affect each type of store equally.

Thus, the economic impact of

a prospective tenant would depend on what type of tenant moved
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into the existing Wal-Mart‟s space, something that simply was
not known.8
And three, because it would have been speculative to
include a quantitative analysis, the October 2007 draft EIR
reasonably included a qualitative analysis of the impacts from
possibly retenanting the existing Wal-Mart.
draft EIR stated as follows:

The October 2007

“Vacant space would include the

existing Wal-Mart with over 120,000 square feet, and other
stores that might close as a result of the project, possibly
including a supermarket and Kmart.

In the face of the slow

increase in overall demand not absorbed by the planned project,
there may be difficulties in re-tenanting some of this
space . . . .

[T]he current Wal-Mart property may be demolished

if it is not re-tenanted fairly quickly.

However, if it is re-

tenanted, this could conceivablely absorb demand that might
otherwise be absorbed by other closures resulting from the
[p]roposed [p]roject, although the Wal-Mart site, because of its
location, is likely to attract a different type of retailer
than, for instance, the Kmart location.”
In summary, because the city‟s methodology for evaluating
urban decay impacts was credible, we reject Citizens‟s argument.

8

Indeed, at a October 2008 public hearing, which was about
two months before the city council voted to certify the final
revised EIR, Darryl Browman testified he had had a prospective
tenant in place, but that tenant fell through because of the
eight-plus years it was taking to get the project approved.
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C
The City Did Not Abuse Its Discretion In Maintaining The
Economic Baseline From Years 2006 To 2007 And Therefore Not
Updating That Baseline To Account For The Declining Economy
Citizens contends the city erred in “fail[ing] to assess
[urban decay] impacts under radically changed economic
conditions.”

Specifically, it argues the city should have

reassessed urban decay impacts in light of the economic
recession that occurred after Bay Area Economics did its
economic analysis using research from late 2006 and early 2007.
As we explain, the city‟s decision not to update the economic
baseline in the 2007 draft EIR was not an abuse of discretion.
The city issued a notice of preparation for the revised EIR
in November 2006.

The economic impact/urban decay analysis

prepared by Bay Area Economics in October 2007 (which was part
of the revised EIR) used late 2006 and early 2007 as the
research baseline.

Among other things, the analysis noted that

San Joaquin County “ha[d] shown very strong retail sales growth,
with a 78 percent increase in taxable retail sales” from 1995 to
2005, “even though population only increased 27 percent.”

Total

employment had increased “every year since 2000” and “[t]his
growth in employment indicate[d] fundamental strength in the
region‟s economy, a[rguing] well for consumer confidence and
retail expenditures.”
The issue of updating this and similar economic information
in the revised EIR, i.e., the baseline economic conditions,
arose in the December 2008 King memo.
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The King memo argued the

“current housing/foreclosure crisis w[as] hav[ing] a profound
impact on retail and exacerbat[ing] existing urban decay in
Lodi” that the revised EIR should have addressed.

After

receiving a response to the King memo that took the form of a
memo from Bay Area Economics, the city decided not to update the
economic baseline.
We review the city‟s decision not to update the baseline
for an abuse of discretion, which here is a question of whether
that decision was supported by substantial evidence.

(See Fat

v. County of Sacramento (2002) 97 Cal.App.4th 1270, 1272-1273, &
fn. 2, 1277, [standard of review].)

The city‟s decision was

supported by substantial evidence because there was evidence
that, one, updating the baseline was problematic because of
rapidly-changing economic conditions, and two, the rapidlychanging economic conditions did not affect the urban decay
findings.
One, the response memo from Bay Area Economics explained
the problem with updating the baseline:

“the turmoil in the

economy make[s] any kind of long term predictions difficult, and
any further analysis by [Bay Area Economics] could be subject to
a „moving target‟ problem, where the updates to the analysis
would not be able to keep pace with events.”

The King memo

“f[ell] prey to this problem; [it] discuss[ed] the Mervyns
closure, which [the King memo] highlighted as an example of a
property at risk for urban decay.

Within a few days of the King

[memo], Kohl‟s announced it was taking over this store site
along with many other former Mervyns sites.”
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This example

demonstrated, “even in the current economy, retailers see
opportunities for growth in Lodi.”
Two, the response memo from Bay Area Economics explained
why changing economic conditions did not alter its findings
regarding urban decay:

“the economic downturn [wa]s likely to

stall or slow other pipeline retail projects. . . .”

Thus, “the

market will adjust to the slowdown by slowing down the pace of
overall retail real estate development.”
In light of this evidence, the city did not abuse its
discretion in not updating the economic baseline.
D
There Was Substantial Evidence To Support The City’s Code
Enforcement As A Mitigation Measure For Urban Decay
The economic impact/urban decay analysis prepared by Bay
Area Economics in October 2007, which was attached to the
revised EIR as appendix B, detailed the mitigation measure for
physical deterioration of retail outlets in Lodi that might be
forced to close because of the project‟s impact.

The mitigation

measure was “active and aggressive enforcement of [the city‟s]
[c]ode provisions relating to the abatement of public nuisances
due to lack of property maintenance and management.”
Citizens contends there was insufficient evidence to
support the city‟s conclusion of no significant urban decay
impacts because its reliance on code enforcement as a mitigation
measure was “illusory.”

Citizens‟s argument is based on

questioning whether the record supports an inference the city
has “actually committed to undertake the enforcement actions
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necessary.”

There was substantial evidence the city had.

(See

Cherry Valley Pass Acres & Neighbors v. City of Beaumont (2010)
190 Cal.App.4th 316, 350-351) [standard of review].)
A public agency must mitigate or avoid the significant
environmental effects of a project that it carries out or
approves if it is feasible to do so.

(Pub. Resources Code,

§ 21002.1, subd. (b); City of Marina v. Board of Trustees of
California State University (2006) 39 Cal.4th 341, 359.)
Mitigation measures adopted by the agency must be “fully
enforceable through permit conditions, agreements, or other
measures.”

(Pub. Resources Code, § 21081.6, subd. (b).)

“The

purpose of these requirements is to ensure that feasible
mitigation measures will actually be implemented as a condition
of development, and not merely adopted and then neglected or
disregarded.”

(Federation of Hillside & Canyon Associations v.

City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 1252, 1261, italics
omitted.)
Federation provided an example of inadequate mitigation
measures.

The mitigation measures there were for traffic

problems and were compiled in a transportation improvement
mitigation plan.

(Federation of Hillside & Canyon Associations

v. City of Los Angeles, supra, 83 Cal.App.4th at p. 1255.)

The

petitioners argued there was no substantial evidence to support
the city‟s finding that the mitigation measures would mitigate
the significant effects on transportation.

They based their

contention on statements in the mitigation plan that to
implement the measures would require the cooperative efforts of
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various public agencies, together with the city, and that the
city‟s portion of the cost will exceed its anticipated revenues.
In light of those statements, petitioners contended funding for
the mitigation measures was highly speculative and the measures
therefore are infeasible.

(Id. at p. 1260.)

court agreed, stating as follows:

The appellate

because “there was great

uncertainty as to whether the mitigation measures would ever be
funded or implemented,” there was “no substantial evidence in
the record to support a finding that the mitigation measures
have been „required in, or incorporated into‟ [citation] the
[general plan amendment] in the manner contemplated by CEQA, and
the city failed to provide that the mitigation measures would
actually be implemented under the [general plan amendment].”
(Id. at p. 1261, fn. omitted.)
There was no such uncertainty here.

The record provided

substantial evidence the city committed to mitigating urban
decay through code enforcement in two ways.9
One, in March 2006, the city council passed resolution
No. 2006-39, adopting a policy statement for its code
enforcement program.

The policy stated the city council

“recognize[d]” “maintenance of the city‟s neighborhoods ha[d] an
economic value,” “believe[d]” “the goal of code
enforcement . . . [wa]s to achieve compliance with all

9

In the statement of overriding considerations, the city
stated it “commits to implementing” the “proposed mitigation
measures outlined in the EIR.”
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applicable codes and the standards attributed to each code,” and
was responsible for “support[ing] compliance with ordinances
and/or chang[ing] them as needed.”

The policy further stated at

the top of its priority list for “focused enforcement efforts”
was “[t]he abatement of nuisance and dangerous buildings.”

The

city‟s improvement committee was the mechanism responsible for
identifying areas in need of focused enforcement.
Two, in January 2008, the manager of the city‟s community
improvement committee explained the action plan that “would be
followed” “where one of the major tenants in a shopping center
were to vacate and the overall condition of the property were to
deteriorate.”

The city “would likely issue a [n]otice of

[v]iolation and [i]ntent to [a]bate to address property
maintenance issues.”

If the property owner failed to abate the

violation, the city had a “rotating list of contractors that
[it] would use to carry out the abatement to correct the
violation.”

In turn the city would “bill the property owner for

the abatement and administrative costs” and “issu[e]
[a]dministrative [c]itations to assess penalties.”

The city

would “continue to monitor the property and call out any
condition . . . constitut[ing] a nuisance.

Again, if the owner

failed to respond, [the city] would abate the violation and
assess the costs to the property owner, along with additional
fines/penalties.”

If the property owner persisted in

noncompliance, the city would document the noncompliance to
“build up sufficient evidence to support further action, such as
[r]eceivership or other appropriate legal action.”
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The foregoing provided substantial evidence “feasible
mitigation measures will actually be implemented as a condition
of development, and not merely adopted and then neglected or
disregarded.”

(Federation of Hillside & Canyon Associations v.

City of Los Angeles, supra, 3 Cal.App.4th at p. 1261, italics
omitted.)
IV
The 2004 EIR And The Revised EIR Adequately
Analyzed The Project’s Agricultural Impacts
Citizens contends the EIR and revised EIR failed to
adequately analyze agricultural impacts in two respects.

One,

there was no “good faith disclosure of cumulative impacts to
agriculture.”

Two, there was no “substantial evidence” to

support the rejection of a “heightened mitigation ratio.”
Citizens is wrong on both points.
A
The EIR And Revised EIR Contained A Good Faith Disclosure
Of The Project’s Cumulative Impacts To Agriculture
“An EIR shall discuss cumulative impacts of a project when
the project‟s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable.”
(CEQA Guidelines, § 15130, subd. (a).)

“„Cumulative impacts‟

refer to two or more individual effects which, when considered
together, are considerable or which compound or increase other
environmental impacts.”

(CEQA Guidelines, § 15355.)

While

technical perfection in a cumulative impact analysis is not
required, courts have looked for “„adequacy, completeness, and a
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good faith effort at full disclosure.‟”

(Mountain Lion

Coalition v. Fish & Game Com. (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 1043, 1052.)
The EIR and revised EIR here satisfied these standards.

As

we will demonstrate, together they explained the amount of prime
farmland lost due to the project, the amount of land (either in
square feet or residential units) lost due to the project and
other proposed projects as of 2004, and that the cumulative
impacts to agricultural resources would be significant and
unavoidable.
The 2004 draft EIR stated the project “would convert
approximately 40 acres of prime agriculture land to urban
use . . . .

[N]o mitigation is available which would reduce

this impact to a less-than-significant level except an outright
prohibition of all development on prime agricultural lands.”
The cumulative impacts section included:

(1) a table listing 19

approved developments and included their size in square footage
or, if it was a residential development, the number of units,10

10

Citizens argues reliance on this table is unwarranted for
three reasons. None of these arguments undermines the good
faith effort at full disclosure.
One, Citizens contends the table was nearly four years out
of date and therefore excluded major “recent developments” such
as the Reynolds Ranch project. Citizens, however, cites no law
requiring the table be updated, especially in light of the trial
court‟s ruling finding the EIR‟s agricultural impacts analysis
sound.
Two, Citizens contends the trial court found the table
inadequate in the Lodi First I litigation because the table did
not include “nearby developments.” This contention is
misleading because the trial court did not find the table
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and (2) a statement that a major annexation application had been
filed with the city for an additional 320-acres adjacent to the
proposed project site known as the Southwest Gateway Annexation.
In the discussion of “agricultural resources,” the EIR noted
that much of the land in these areas was “prime farmland” and
the development of this land “would involve significant and
unavoidable impacts to agricultural resources.

The incremental

loss of prime farmland at the project site would contribute to
this impact which would be cumulatively considerable.”

The

trial court found the EIR‟s agricultural resources section to be
legally sufficient under CEQA.
The October 2007 revised draft EIR added to this section.
Under the heading “[c]umulative [i]mpacts,” the revised draft
EIR further explained, among other things, “other pending and
approved projects in the City of Lodi Sphere of Influence would

inadequate for failure to disclose loss of agricultural land.
It found a portion of the urban decay cumulative impacts
analysis deficient because it did not disclose the existence of
two other Wal-Mart Supercenters in Stockton that could
potentially contribute to urban decay.
And three, Citizens contends the table provided no actual
detail of the amount of prime farmland converted to gauge
cumulative impacts. This is not true. As even Citizens
concedes, the table listed the developments and proposed
developments in terms of square feet or, in the case of
residential developments, in terms of number of units. There is
no requirement the information be presented in any particular
format, such as number of acres of farmland lost due to each
development. All that is required is “„adequacy, completeness,
and a good faith effort at full disclosure.‟” (Mountain Lion
Coalition v. Fish & Game Com., supra, 214 Cal.App.3d at
p. 1052.) Citizens has not demonstrated the disclosure here did
not meet these standards.
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result in the conversion of prime farmland to urban uses.

While

the larger projects would be required to acquire or pay fees
toward the acquisition of agricultural easements, this would not
likely be required of smaller projects . . . .

In any event,

it is not feasible to fully mitigate for the loss of prime
farmland, short of denying all proposed development projects.
Thus[,] cumulative impacts to agricultural resources would be
partially mitigated but not to a less-than-significant level.
Therefore, the cumulative impacts to agricultural resources
would be significant and unavoidable.”
Despite the EIR and revised EIR‟s disclosure detailed
above, Citizens claims case law supports a finding here the
disclosure was inadequate.
distinguishable.

The cases it cites, however, are

(See, e.g., Whitman v. Board of Supervisors

(1979) 88 Cal.App.3d 397, 409 [a one-sentence cumulative impact
analysis that cryptically and misleadingly mentioned two other
pending projects insufficient]; San Joaquin Raptor/Wildlife
Rescue Center v. County of Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 713,
733 [failure to note loss of prime farmland resulting from
required sewer expansion due to the project led to an
insufficient analysis of the combined environmental effects of
the proposed development]; Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish &
Game Com., supra, 214 Cal.App.3d at p. 1051 [a draft
environmental impact document that overlooked significant
environmental issues brought to appellants‟ attention through
the public comment process was insufficient].)
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Citizens has not

demonstrated the EIR‟s here suffer from these types of
deficiencies.
B
The City Did Not Have To Accept
Citizens’s Heightened Mitigation Ratio
The October 2007 draft EIR stated the project would convert
approximately 40 acres of prime agricultural land to urban uses.
It then explained there was no mitigation that would reduce this
impact to a less-than-significant level (except an outright
prohibition on all development on prime agricultural land)
because the land “once converted, loses its character as
agricultural land and is removed from the stock of agricultural
land.”
Because there was no mitigation that would reduce this
impact to a less-than-significant level, the city adopted a
statement of overriding considerations.

In that statement, the

city explained that while there was “no feasible mitigation
measures available that would avoid the significant loss of
agricultural land if the project wa[s] implemented,” (bold text
omitted) [t]he acquisition of an off-site agricultural
conservation easement would provide partial mitigation.”

The

city then required the applicant to “obtain a permanent
[a]gricultural [c]onservation [e]asement over 40 acres of prime
farmland (1:1 mitigation ratio).”
The adoption of the one-to-one ratio was below the two-toone ratio urged by Citizens in the trial court.
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The March 2008 revised EIR addendum prepared by Pacific
Municipal Consultants explained why the city rejected the
heightened mitigation ratio:

“The EIR acknowledges that

agricultural easements are not mitigation in the true sense of
the word.

They do not lessen the impact to the loss of the

farmland . . . .

As such, no ratio, no matter how high[,] will

achieve a mitigation effect, and no particular ratio can be
ultimately justified as the scientifically correct one.

For

that reason, a statement of overriding considerations is
necessary for the loss of farmland.

The ratio is therefore a

matter of local concern for the council to establish.

The

standard for California communities is the 1 for 1 ratio and is
appropriate in this case.

In addition to the City of Lodi, the

following agencies in the surrounding area apply the 1:1
mitigation ratio:

cities of Stockton and Elk Grove, counties of

San Joaquin and Stanislaus, Tri-Valley Conservancy
(Livermore/Alameda County).”
On appeal, Citizens contends the city‟s “rejection of the
heightened mitigation ratio [was] not supported by substantial
evidence.”

In support of this argument, Citizens cites law the

city was required to consider mitigation measures and reject
them only if infeasible or ineffective.

The problem with this

argument is it is based on law inapplicable to the situation
here.

The situation here is one where the city has specifically

found mitigation measures infeasible and therefore adopted a
statement of overriding considerations.
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An EIR must “identify and focus on” those environmental
impacts of the project that it finds to be significant.
Guidelines, § 15126.2, subd. (a).)

(CEQA

The EIR also must describe

feasible measures that could minimize significant impacts.
(CEQA Guidelines, § 15126.4, subd. (a)(1).)

If no mitigation

measures are feasible, the EIR must say so.

(CEQA Guidelines,

§ 15091, subd. (a)(3).)

If the EIR finds that there are

significant impacts for which no mitigation measures are
feasible, it must adopt a statement of overriding considerations
before approving the project.

(Pub. Resources Code, § 21081,

subd. (b); CEQA Guidelines, § 15093.)

The EIR‟s findings must

be supported by substantial evidence.

(Pub. Resources Code,

§ 21081.5.)
Thus, the question is not whether there was “substantial
evidence” to support the rejection of a “heightened mitigation
ratio,” but rather, whether the finding there were no feasible
mitigation measures was supported by substantial evidence.

It

was.
The 2007 draft revised EIR put forth this substantial
evidence:

“Development of buildings, paved surfaces, and

landscaping necessarily removes the land from agricultural
production, and the affected land cannot be recreated or
reproduced elsewhere.

The land, once converted, loses its

character as agricultural land and is removed from the stock of
agricultural land.

Thus, while the permanent protection of

prime farmland elsewhere in the vicinity may reduce the amount
of agricultural land converted to urban uses in the County over
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the long-term, such off-site mitigation would not avoid the
significant impact resulting from the permanent loss of prime
agricultural lands at the project site.”
In the city‟s findings of fact and statement of overriding
considerations, the city explained the following:

There were no

feasible mitigation measures to avoid the loss of prime
agricultural farmland because it was not possible to recreate
prime farmland on other lands.

The city considered but rejected

as infeasible the alternatives of denying the project or
substantially reducing its size, but rejected these alternatives
because they would not meet the fundamental objective of the
project applicant and of the city, which was developing the site
for a commercial retail shopping plaza that conformed to the
city‟s general plan and zoning designations.

The city would

minimize and substantially lessen the significant effects of the
proposed project by requiring the project applicant to acquire
an off-site agricultural conservation easement.
This substantial evidence supported the finding there were
no feasible mitigation measures.
V
The Stipulation Allows Citizens Now To Raise
Its Climate Change And Water Supply Issues
Despite The Doctrine Of Res Judicata;
The Stipulation Does Not Allow Lodi First
To Raise Its Water Supply Issue
Citizens and Lodi First contend a stipulation that Citizens
entered into with the city and Browman Corporation allowed them
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both to litigate issues that might be barred by res judicata.
The two issues Citizens wants to raise are as follows:

(1) the

2007 EIR failed to adequately assess the impacts of greenhouse
gas emissions and climate change due to the proposed project,
and the city could not rely on a report prepared after the final
EIR to correct the inadequate 2007 EIR; and (2) the city was
required to prepare a water supply assessment because there was
substantial evidence the proposed project would lead to the
hiring of more than 1,000 people.
issue:

Lodi First wants to raise one

the proposed project has significant, undisclosed water

supply impacts and the revised EIR failed to disclose cumulative
water supply impacts.

They both claim a stipulation allows them

to raise these issues, even though they failed to raise these
issues at the time the 2004 EIR was being litigated.
Respondents contend the stipulation bars Citizens and Lodi
First from raising these contentions.
The stipulation states in relevant part as follows:
“The Petitioner Citizens . . . , the Respondent City of
Lodi . . . and Real Parties in Interest Browman Development Co.,
et al. . . .

hereby stipulate to the dismissal of this action

as follows:
“1.

Petitioner filed this action on March 18, 2005

challenging under the [CEQA] the approval by Lodi of [the
project] as proposed by Browman and the certification of the
adequacy of the [EIR].
“[¶] . . . [¶]
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“8.

On November 24, 2006, Lodi issued a CEQA Notice of

Preparation („November 24 NOP‟) of its intent to prepare a
revised EIR for the Project following entry of judgment in the
Lodi First case.

As set forth in more detail therein, the

November 24 NOP presents Lodi‟s intent to revise the following
sections of the EIR:

Project Objectives, Land Use, Agricultural

Resources, Energy, Cumulative Impacts and Alternatives.
“9.

In light of Lodi‟s action rescinding the Project

approvals and EIR certification and issuing the November 24 NOP
that includes the issues described above, the parties agree that
dismissal of this action is appropriate under the following
conditions.
“a.

Prior to re-approval of the Project, Lodi shall

prepare and certify a revised EIR consistent with the provisions
of the November 24 NOP.
“b.

Citizens shall have the right to comment fully on the

revised draft and final EIRs prepared under the November 24 NOP
including issues raised therein or in this action.
“c.

Subject to applicable exhaustion of administrative

remedies requirements, Citizens shall have the right to assert
any claim, including any claim asserted in this action, in any
subsequent litigation over Lodi‟s reconsideration of the Project
and the adequacy of the revised EIR.
“d.

Lodi and/or Browman shall have the right to assert any

applicable defense that is not inconsistent with the terms of
this Stipulation and Order, to claims raised by the Citizens in
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any subsequent litigation or proceedings over Lodi‟s
reconsideration of the Project and the revised EIR.”
Lodi First and Citizens claim the stipulation permits them
to assert “any claim” in the litigation over the 2007 EIR,
effectively “waiv[ing]” the defense of res judicata.
The plain language of the stipulation gives Citizens the
right to “assert any claim, including any claim asserted in this
action, in any subsequent litigation over Lodi‟s reconsideration
of the Project and the adequacy of the revised EIR.”

The only

prerequisite to raising these claims is in the stipulation
itself:

Citizens must have exhausted administrative remedies.

The attempt by respondents to limit the broad language of
“any claims” to mean only those claims relating to the adequacy
of the revised 2007 EIR, the scope of which is defined by the
issues identified in the notice of preparation, renders
meaningless a key phrase in the stipulation.

(See City of

Atascadero v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. (1998)
68 Cal.App.4th 445, 473 [“Courts must interpret contractual
language in a manner which gives force and effect to every
provision, and not in a way which renders some clauses nugatory,
inoperative or meaningless”].)

Specifically, if the stipulation

prevented Citizens from raising claims Citizens raised in its
2005 action challenging the 2004 EIR, then the phrase in
paragraph 9c “including any claim asserted in this action” would
be meaningless.
Moreover, respondents‟ concern that a broad reading of the
term “any claim” makes paragraph 9a and 9b “mere „surplusage‟”
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is not true.

Paragraph 9a requires the city to prepare a

revised EIR consistent with its notice of preparation before
reapproving the project.

Paragraph 9b gives Citizens the right

to comment “fully” on the revised draft and final EIR‟s.

This

requirement and this right still operate even if Citizens is
allowed to raise any claim in subsequent litigation over Lodi‟s
reconsideration of the project and adequacy of the revised EIR.
While the stipulation allows Citizens to raise claims
arguably barred by res judicata,11 it does not allow Lodi First
to do so.

Lodi First claims “consideration of the issue [it

raises] is appropriate” because “[Citizens] can raise „any
claim‟ under the express terms of the [s]tipulation and
[Citizens] joined in Lodi First‟s brief raising the issue.”
Citizens‟s act of simply joining Lodi First‟s brief in the trial
court that raised the water issues does not somehow mean we can
rewrite the stipulation to allow Lodi First to assert the water
issue it wants to raise now when it was not a party to the
stipulation.

The stipulation therefore allows only Citizens to

raise its claims.
We turn, then, to those claims.

After discussing those

claims in parts VI and VII, we will explain in part VIII why res
judicata bars Lodi First from raising its water supply issue.

11

Respondents do not argue Citizens failed to exhaust
administrative remedies.
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VI
The 2007 EIR Failed To Analyze The Project’s Impact On Climate
Change, But Recirculation Of The EIR Is Not Required
Citizens contends the revised 2007 EIR failed to adequately
assess greenhouse gas emissions due to the project and their
impact on climate change, and the city could not rely on a
report prepared after the final EIR to correct the inadequate
2007 EIR.
The 2007 EIR added a new section on energy.

In it, there

was a paragraph on California‟s Global Warming Solutions Act of
2006.12

That paragraph stated that in September 2006, then-

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Assembly Bill No. 32,
which directed California‟s Environmental Protection Agency to
work with state agencies to implement a cap on greenhouse gas
emissions from stationary sources such as electric power
generation facilities and industrial, commercial and waste
disposal sectors.

Then, later in the energy section‟s

discussion of “on-site energy conservation” there was a second
reference to the passage of Assembly Bill No. 32.

“[W]ith the

passage of [the bill], it is expected that greenhouse caps
applied to electrical generating stations will force a reduction
in the use of fossil fuels for power generation, and their
replacement with more renewable power sources.”

12

Health and Safety Code section 38500 et seq.
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There was no

analysis in the 2007 EIR about the project‟s impacts on climate
change.
On December 7, 2007, during the public comment period on
the 2007 draft EIR, Citizens contended the draft EIR‟s energy
section was inadequate and should have included an “analysis” of
global warming.
The comments to the 2007 draft EIR (contained in the March
2008 final revisions to the EIR) contained a response to this
comment.

It stated at the time the 2004 EIR was prepared, CEQA

did not “direct the analysis of secondary effects of energy
consumption on global climate” and that “AB 32 -- California
Global Warming Solutions Act, was passed in September 2006 and
became effective on January 1, 2007, well after certification of
the initial EIR in February 2005.”

But, “[s]ince the concept of

global warming is not new, it could have been raised in comments
on the original [2004] EIR . . . [so] the commenter is precluded
from raising that issue now for the first time now . . . .

The

scope of public comment is limited to those sections of the
original EIR that were mandated to be revised by the Court
and/or those sections the City volunteered to revise.”
In October 2008, the planning commission denied
certification of the 2007 final revised EIR based in part on the
EIR‟s lack of analysis of the project‟s impact on greenhouse gas
emissions.
In November 2008 Michael Brandman Associates prepared a
climate change analysis report of the project that was
commissioned by Browman Company and Wal-Mart to address
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questions and comments received by the planning commission
regarding the project‟s potential impacts on climate change.
The report stated it was a “stand-alone technical report and
analysis . . . intended to provide the [the city] with
information about the project‟s potential greenhouse gas
emissions.

While the report may be used by City Council members

to evaluate the project‟s impact on climate change, it is not
intended to amend the revised EIR.”

The report concluded “the

project would not have a significant direct impact on climate
change” and “any potential cumulative effects are speculative.”
In March 2009, the appeals of Browman Company and Wal-Mart
from the planning commission‟s denial were heard.

The climate

change analysis report was made available to the public a few
days before this city council hearing.

At the hearing, the city

council voted to certify the final revised EIR.
In May 2009, when the city council approved the project, it
stated the following in its findings of fact and statement of
overriding considerations:

“[T]he City is not required to

analyze global warming impacts in this EIR” “[s]ince no comments
were made on the topic of global warming at the time the
original EIR was circulated for public review, and because the
Court did not order analysis of global warming impacts.”
“Nonetheless, the City notes that evidence and materials
submitted by the applicant indicate global warming impacts would
be less than significant . . . and speculative on a cumulative
level of analysis.”
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Here, Citizens renews its claim the 2007 EIR failed to
adequately assess greenhouse gas emissions due to the project
and their impact on climate change because the EIR “did not
quantify or assess the [p]roject‟s [green house gas] emissions
or other climate change-related impacts.”

Citizens further

claims the city could not rely on the climate change analysis
report prepared after the final EIR to correct the inadequate
2007 EIR.

Citizens is correct.

“[C]limate-change impacts are significant environmental
impacts requiring analysis under CEQA.”

(Communities for a

Better Environment v. City of Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th
70, 90.)

“[T]he Legislature enacted the California Global

Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Health & Saf. Code, § 38500 et
seq.), which implements deep reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions after recognizing that „[g]lobal warming poses a
serious threat to the economic well-being, public health,
natural resources, and the environment of California . . . .‟
(Health & Saf. Code, § 38501, subd. (a).)

Through this

enactment, the Legislature has expressly acknowledged that
greenhouse gases have a significant environmental effect.”
(Communities for a Better Environment, at p. 91.)

“[I]n

January 2008, a „white paper‟ was issued by the California Air
Pollution Control Officers Association entitled CEQA and Climate
Change:

Evaluating and Addressing Greenhouse Gas Emissions from

Projects Subject to the California Environmental Quality
Act . . . .

Among other topics, the paper discusses different

approaches for making a determination whether a project‟s
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greenhouse gas emissions would be significant or less than
significant.”

(Id. at p. 91.)

Here, the 2007 EIR did not comply with CEQA because it
lacked any analysis of the project‟s effect on climate change.
All it did was mention and explain the California‟s Global
Warming Solutions Act of 2006 in the “[r]egulatory [s]etting”
subsection of the 2007 EIR energy discussion.

Then, in the

“[o]n-[s]ite [e]nergy [c]onservation” subsection there was a
second reference to the passage of Assembly Bill No. 32.
“[W]ith the passage of [the bill], it is expected that
greenhouse caps applied to electrical generating stations will
force a reduction in the use of fossil fuels for power
generation, and their replacement with more renewable power
sources.”
Respondents‟ only substantive response to Citizens argument
is that “the project‟s potential climate change impacts are
speculative.”

In support, they cite the climate change analysis

report and note the city council relied on that report in making
its findings that resulted in the council approving the project.
Respondents then state the following, “The [c]ouncil‟s
conclusions were proper and consistent with CEQA Guidelines
section 15145 which provide that „If . . . a particular impact
is too speculative for evaluation, the agency should note its
conclusion and terminate discussion of the impact.‟”
Respondents‟ reliance on CEQA Guidelines section 15145 is
misguided.

That guideline does not allow an agency to bypass

discussing in the EIR itself climate-change impacts of a project
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if the agency subsequently concluded the impacts were
speculative.

Rather, it allows an agency to disclose in the EIR

itself that after thorough investigation it has found a
particular impact is too speculative for evaluation.

(Laurel

Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of
California, supra, 6 Cal.4th at pp. 1137-1138.)

This makes

sense, because “[i]t is the adequacy of the EIR with which we
are concerned, not the propriety of the subsequent decision to
approve the [p]roject.

„[T]he ultimate decision of whether to

approve a project, be that decision right or wrong, is a nullity
if based upon an EIR that does not provide the decision-makers,
and the public, with the information about the project that is
required by CEQA.‟”

(Communities for a Better Environment v.

City of Richmond, supra, 184 Cal.App.4th at p. 88.)

In summary,

then, the 2007 EIR was deficient because it did not analyze the
project‟s potential climate change impacts.
We turn then to whether the deficiency was prejudicial.
Citizens contends recirculation of the 2007 EIR is required
because it was “fundamentally flawed.”

In support of its

contention, Citizens cites CEQA Guidelines section 15088.5.
That guideline reads in part as follows:

“A lead agency is

required to recirculate an EIR when significant new information
is added to the EIR after public notice is given of the
availability of the draft EIR for public review under Section
15087 but before certification.

As used in this section, the

term „information‟ can include changes in the project or
environmental setting as well as additional data or other
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information.

New information added to an EIR is not

„significant‟ unless the EIR is changed in a way that deprives
the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a
substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a
feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including a
feasible project alternative) that the project‟s proponents have
declined to implement.

„Significant new information‟ requiring

recirculation include, for example, a disclosure showing that:
[¶] . . . [¶]

(4) The draft EIR was so fundamentally and

basically inadequate and conclusory in nature that meaningful
public review and comment were precluded.”

(CEQA Guidelines,

§ 15088.5, subd. (a).)
The problem with Citizens‟s reliance on CEQA Guidelines,
section 15088.5, subdivision (a)(4) is the 2007 draft EIR was
not “so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory.”
Only a part of it was.

And that part was not “significant”

because it did not “deprive[] the public of a meaningful
opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental
effect of the project.”
italics added.)13

CEQA Guidelines, § 15088.5, subd. (a),

We know this because of the climate change

13

CEQA Guidelines, section 15088.5, subdivision (a)(4) cites
a case -- Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish & Game Com., supra,
214 Cal.App.3d at page 1043 -- as an example of what qualifies
as a draft EIR that was so fundamentally and basically
inadequate and conclusory in nature that meaningful public
review and comment were precluded.
There, “the draft [environmental impact document]
circulated to the public . . . avoid[ed] important environmental
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analysis report.

It contained a detailed “[p]roject-[l]evel

[a]nalysis” that quantified the projected greenhouse gas
emissions from construction of the project (including
manufacture of building materials, combustion of fuels from
worker vehicles and construction equipment), operation of the
project (including emissions from cars accessing the project,
electricity generation used to power the project, and indirect
emissions from transporting water to the project), and the
demolition of the existing Wal-Mart.

The report concluded the

amount of greenhouse gas emissions from these sources “would
result in a less than significant impact to climate change.”

As

to the “[c]umulative-[l]evel [a]nalysis,” the report explained,
“there is no established methodology available to determine
either the magnitude or the significance of the effect of an
individual project on [the global issue of climate change].

As

a result, the conclusions reached by any attempt to do so would
be speculative.”

There was no other information presented

considerations that were well known to appellants by the time
this document was drafted.” (Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish &
Game Com., supra, 214 Cal.App.3d at pp. 1050-1051.) “Rather
than squarely addressing the subjects that were set out in the
court‟s order and submitting their environmental conclusions to
public scrutiny, appellants chose to circulate a document that
simply swept the serious criticisms of this project under the
rug. . . . It was impossible for the public, which had actively
asserted a keen and sophisticated interest in the proposed
mountain lion hunt, to fully participate in the assessment of
the cumulative impacts associated with this project--the draft
[environmental impact document] overlooked the significant
environmental issues that had been brought to appellants‟
attention through the 1987 commentary process and the writ of
mandate.” (Id. at p. 1051.)
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before or after this study that suggested substantial adverse
effects to climate change because of the project.
On this record, therefore, while it was error for the 2007
draft EIR to omit an analysis of climate change, this omission
did not require recirculation of the draft EIR with this missing
information.
VII
The City Was Not Required To Prepare A Water
Supply Assessment Because There Was Substantial
Evidence The Project Would Not Employ More Than 1,000 People
Citizens contends the city was required to prepare a water
supply assessment because there was substantial evidence the
proposed project would employ more than 1,000 people.
A water supply assessment is required when, among other
things, a project consists of a proposed shopping center
employing “more than 1,000 persons.”
subds. (a) & (b), §

(Water Code, § 10910,

10911, subd. (b), § 10912, subd. (a)(2).)

We review the decision to not include a water supply assessment
for substantial evidence.

(See Gray v. County of Madera (2008)

167 Cal.App.4th 1099, 1131.)

In our review for substantial

evidence, we cannot reconsider or reevaluate the evidence
presented to the administrative agency.

Instead, we must

resolve conflicts in the evidence and any reasonable doubts in
favor of the agency‟s decision.

(Center for Biological

Diversity v. County of San Bernardino (2010) 185 Cal.App.4th
866, 881-882.)
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The 2004 draft EIR contained a water supply discussion.

It

stated, among other things, “the project would result in
increased demand for domestic water service,” (bold text
omitted) but there was a “less-than-significant impact”
requiring no mitigation because “existing water resources and
infrastructure w[ere] adequate to serve the project” (bold text
omitted).

There was no challenge to this water supply

discussion.
Citizens, however, claims there were new facts presented
after the 2004 draft EIR was prepared that demonstrated the
project would employ more than 1,000 people.

This evidence was

a statement by Darryl Browman at an October 8, 2008, public
hearing, which was about two months before the city council
voted to certify the final revised EIR.

Browman stated the

project would create “900 to 1,000 new jobs.”

When asked how he

arrived at that figure, Browman explained he asked six of his
smaller tenants how many employees they had and then used the
“lower number” which was “four per thousand” square feet.
In the city‟s findings of fact and statement of overriding
considerations, the city concluded a water supply assessment was
not necessary because “[b]ased on evidence in the record,” “the
[p]roject does not meet the statutory criteria for requiring a
water supply assessment.”
There was substantial evidence to support the city‟s
conclusion the project will employ 1,000 people or less, so no
water supply assessment was necessary.
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The evidence included testimony from Aaron Rios, who was
Wal-Mart‟s senior manager of public affairs for Central
California.

Rios testified the project‟s Wal-Mart Supercenter

“will add an additional 150 jobs to our existing 300.”

Rios

gave that testimony the same day as Browman.
This evidence also included a March 10, 2009, letter from
the attorneys of Browman Company and Wal-Mart.

Consistent with

Rios‟s testimony, the letter stated the Lodi Wal-Mart
Supercenter within the project would employ 450 people, which it
based on “overall employment figures for a Wal-Mart Supercenter
of this size and sales volume” in similarly-situated Wal-Marts
in California.

However, it also calculated an “aggressive

figure” of up to 568 associates based on 2.5 associates per
1,000 square feet, which was based on the number of associates
at the existing store in Lodi.

It then calculated the

employment figures for the remaining square footage (which it
claimed was approximately 99,132) “[u]sing the employee ratios
cited by the opponents to the [p]roject (i.e., three (3) persons
per 1,000 square feet),” which it stated would be 298 people.
Even adding the “aggressive figure” of 568 to 298 was only 866
persons.
Citizens takes issue with this evidence because it claims
it is “mere argument and unsubstantiated opinion.”

It argues

the letter regarding Wal-Mart employment levels is “not
supported by citation nor is any actual evidence attached,” the
“3 per 1,000 rate for the remainder of the development” had
“[n]o justification” and was just “speculation of attorneys,”
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and the letter “misstate[d] the size of the project by 14,000
square feet (leading to underestimating the level of
employment).”
Citizens is wrong as to the number of employees for the
Wal-Mart Supercenter and the ratio for the remainder of the
development.

The number of employees for the Wal-Mart

Supercenter (450 persons) was the same as testified to by Rios,
who was Wal-Mart‟s senior manager of public affairs for Central
California.

And the letter explained its figure of 450 persons

was based on “overall employment figures for a Wal-Mart
Supercenter of this size and sales volume” in similarly-situated
Wal-Marts in California.

The ratio for the remainder of the

development was based on “employee ratios cited by the opponents
to the project (i.e., three (3) persons per 1,000 square feet).”
Citizens is correct only that the letter underestimates the
size of the project.

The project size was 339,966 square feet

not 326,000 square feet.

Subtracting 226,868 for the Wal-Mart

Supercenter from the actual project size of 339,966 square feet
equals 113,098 square feet remaining, instead of 99,132 stated
in the letter.

And, even using the four persons to every 1,000

persons ratio provided by Browman in his testimony, this equals
453 people.

Adding that to the 450 associates expected to be

employed at the Wal-Mart Supercenter equals 906 persons, which
is still less than the “more than 1,000 persons” required for a
water assessment.
Thus, the record provided substantial evidence a water
assessment was not needed.
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VIII
The Doctrine Of Res Judicata Prevents
Lodi First From Raising Its Water Supply Issue
Lodi First claims the project has significant, undisclosed
water supply impacts and the revised EIR failed to disclose
cumulative water supply impacts.

The trial court held that res

judicata barred Lodi First from raising this claim.
reassert the applicability of res judicata.

Respondents

Lodi First claims

the doctrine does not apply and, in any event, we should reach
the merits of its claim on public policy grounds.
Res judicata or claim preclusion bars relitigation of a
cause of action that previously was adjudicated in another
proceeding between the same parties or parties in privity with
them.

(Mycogen Corp. v. Monsanto Co. (2002) 28 Cal.4th 888,

896.)

Res judicata applies if the decision in the prior

proceeding is final and on the merits and the present proceeding
is on the same cause of action as the prior proceeding.

(Busick

v. Workmen’s Comp. Appeals Bd. (1972) 7 Cal.3d 967, 974.)

Res

judicata bars the litigation not only of issues that were
actually litigated but also issues that could have been
litigated.

(Id. at p. 975.)

We apply this test below.
A

The Decision In The Prior Proceeding
Was Final And On The Merits
The writ issued in Lodi First I was final and on the
merits.

In December 2005, the trial court granted Lodi First‟s

petition for writ of mandate, holding the 2005 EIR was
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inadequate under CEQA with respect to its cumulative urban decay
analysis and potential energy impacts analysis.
decided not to appeal that ruling.

The city

That ruling was final

because the time to appeal the trial court‟s judgment has
expired.

(Federation of Hillside & Canyon Assns. v. City of Los

Angeles, supra, 126 Cal.App.4th at p. 1203.)

It was a decision

on the merits because the judgment decided the merits of Lodi
First‟s challenges under CEQA.

(Federation, at p. 1203.)
B

The Present Proceedings Was On The Same
Cause Of Action As The Prior Proceeding
Causes of action are considered the same if based on the
same primary right.

(Tensor Group v. City of Glendale (1993) 14

Cal.App.4th 154, 160.)

A claim in the present proceeding is

based on the same primary right if based on the same conditions
and facts in existence when the original action was filed.
(Planning & Conservation League v. Castaic Lake Water Agency
(2009) 180 Cal.App.4th 210, 227.)

Even if petitioner‟s

challenge is not based on the same conditions and facts, those
different conditions and facts must be “material.”

(Id. at

p. 229.)
Lodi First claims the project has significant, undisclosed
water supply impacts because the project is relying on water
from an overdrafted basin and the revised EIR failed to disclose
cumulative water supply impacts.
The 2004 draft EIR contained a water supply discussion.
stated, among other things, “the project would result in
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It

increased demand for domestic water service,” but there was a
“less-than-significant impact” requiring no mitigation because
“existing water resources and infrastructure w[ere] adequate to
serve the project.”
Lodi First claims the city‟s 2005 urban water management
plan dated March 2006 and “other water related documents”
released after the city certified the 2004 EIR showed “changed
water supply circumstances.”

Specifically, the plan estimated a

safe yield for the aquifer serving Lodi was 15,000 acre-feet per
year, the groundwater production in 2004 was 17,011 acre-feet
per year, and the city exceeded the estimated safe yield since
1996.

Other city water documents included a report by city

staff prepared for a March 2006 city council meeting
recommending the council‟s preliminary approval implementing a
surface water treatment program (the “treat and drink”
alternative).

That report mentioned the 2005 urban water

management plan and stated the safe long-term yield of the
aquifer serving Lodi was 15,000 acre-feet per year and “[a]t
present, the City is using 17,300 [acre-feet per year] to meet
the demands of existing customers, reflecting a current need for
additional water supply and/or conservation.”

According to Lodi

First, these “new facts and evidence demonstrate additional
water supplies are needed to serve new development like the
[p]roject.”
The problem is this is not new evidence.

The city‟s 1990

general plan EIR stated, “„Because overdraft of the aquifer
already exists in the [general plan] area (resulting in lowering
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the water table at a rate of between 0.5 and 1.75 feet per
year), it is unlikely that future water demands can be met
without increased overdraft and salt water intrusion . . . .
[¶]

The overdraft of groundwater has caused the infiltration of

saltwater from the San Joaquin Delta. . . .

Currently, the

[c]ity relies on groundwater for municipal supplies.

Increases

in municipal demand caused by development allowed under the
[p]roposed [general plan] would cause confined overdraft.”
While Lodi First claims the “new” evidence establishes more than
the 1990 general plan EIR, i.e., “the [c]ity‟s sustainable yield
from the aquifer is something less than currently extracted,”
the critical fact was that the city‟s water supply was
inadequate to serve new development.

And this was known at the

time of the 2004 EIR.
Lodi First also claims res judicata does not preclude its
water supply challenge because the city‟s 2009 “findings”
regarding the project‟s water supply impacts differ from its
2005 “findings.”

Specifically, Lodi First notes the 2004 draft

EIR stated that while the “the project would result in increased
demand for domestic water service,” there was a “less-thansignificant impact” requiring no mitigation because “existing
water resources and infrastructure w[ere] adequate to serve the
project.”

Lodi First then notes what it claims to be a

“diametrically opposed” finding in 2009 that the project
developers were paying a $765,050 “fee estimate” for its share
of an anticipated water capacity impact fee which the city
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stated was “to pay for the costs to construct a water treatment
plant necessary to provide water to the [p]roject.”
Lodi First is wrong in asserting the city‟s 2004 and 2009
“findings” were different.

The city‟s 2004 finding (which was

actually made in 2005 in the resolution certifying the 2004 EIR)
and the city‟s 2009 findings (which was in the findings of fact
and statement of overriding considerations) were consistent in
that both findings were that the project would have no
significant impact on water supply and therefore, no mitigation
was necessary.
The 2009 fee, which Lodi First refers to as a “finding,”
was actually a condition of approval for the project.

That

condition of approval in 2009 was not materially different than
the project‟s original conditions of approval.

Specifically,

the conditions of approval in 2005 stated that to “assist the
City in providing an adequate water supply, the property owner
is required to enter into an agreement with the City that the
City of Lodi be appointed as its agent for the exercise of any
and all overlying water rights appurtenant to the proposed Lodi
Shopping Center, and that the City may charge fees for the
delivery of such water in accordance with City rate policies.”
The 2009 conditions of approval simply attached a dollar figure
to the fee the city was charging the property owner for delivery
of that water.14

14

The 2009 condition of approval does state the fee was to
“pay for the costs to construct a water treatment plant
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Lodi First‟s water supply claims in this proceeding were
based on the same conditions and facts in existence when the
original action was filed.

As such, res judicata bars us from

considering them here.
C
Public Policy Does Not Preclude
The Application Of Res Judicata
Lodi First contends even if the doctrine is technically
applicable, res judicata should not be applied to the water
supply issue because of “justice and the public interest
exception.”

In support of its argument, Lodi First cites the

following passage:

“„[W]hen the issue is a question of law

rather than of fact, the prior determination is not conclusive
either if injustice would result or if the public interest
requires that relitigation not be foreclosed.”

(City of

Sacramento v. State of California (1990) 50 Cal.3d 51, 64.)
This passage does not apply for a simple reason -- Lodi First‟s
water supply issue is not one of law.

In contrast, in the case

cited by Lodi First where res judicata was technically

necessary to provide water to the [p]roject.” However, a
document cited to by Lodi First explained that the water
treatment plant will be built to meet the city‟s and region‟s
future water demands without mentioning the project, meaning it
will be built with or without the project. Specifically, the
report by city staff prepared for a March 2006 city council
meeting recommending implementing a surface water treatment
program stated the plant was being built to meet the city‟s
future water demands, share the burden of region-wide water
demands, and reduce reliance on groundwater. There was no
mention of the project. The cost of the plant is upwards of
$29.5 million.
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applicable but the court reached the disputed issue anyway, the
issue was the interpretation of a statute.

(Ibid.)

For this

reason, Lodi First‟s public policy argument is unpersuasive.
DISPOSITION
The judgments in Citizens II and Lodi II are affirmed.
order discharging the writ in Lodi I is affirmed.

The

Costs on

appeal are awarded to the city, Browman Company, and Wal-Mart.
(Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.278(a).)

ROBIE

We concur:

RAYE

, P. J.

HULL

, J.
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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
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(San Joaquin)
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C065463
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(Super. Ct. No.
39200900213817CUWMSTK)

v.
ORDER CERTIFYING
OPINION FOR
PUBLICATION

CITY OF LODI et al.,
Defendants and Respondents;
BROWMAN DEVELOPMENT, INC., et al.,
Real Parties in Interest and
Respondents.
LODI FIRST,

C065719

Plaintiff and Appellant,

(Super. Ct. No.
CV025999)

v.
CITY OF LODI,
Defendant and Respondent.
BROWMAN DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, INC., et
al.,
Real Parties in Interest and
Respondents.

*

Pursuant to California Rules of Court, rules 8.1105 and
8.1110, this opinion is certified for publication with the
exception of parts IB, IC, the last paragraph of the
introduction to III, IIIB, IIID, V, VI, and VII of the
Discussion.
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THE COURT:
The opinion in the above-entitled matter filed on March 28,
2012, was not certified for publication in the Official Reports.
For good cause it now appears that the opinion should be
published in the Official Reports and it is so ordered.
BY THE COURT:
RAYE

, P. J.

HULL

, J.

ROBIE

, J.
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